
Year B Proper 25  

Jeremiah 11: 18-20 

James 3: 13- 4:3, & 7-8a 

Mark 9: 30-37 

 

May the words of my mouth and the meditations of my heart be 

always acceptable to you, the Lord, my rock and my sustainer. 

 

In August 1999 my best friend Stewart and I decided to climb and 

walk along the Aonach Eagach, which translates as the ‘Notched 

Ridge’ on the north side of Glencoe. The climb up to the top of the 

ridge at the eastern end was fine. Taking a few moments to catch our 

breath, we looked along the 3km rocky, sinuous ridge. It looked only 

a bit daunting from a distance. Up close and personal it was quite 

something else. Much narrower than we had envisaged, long steep 

drops either side, and a series of crazy pinnacles to climb over. About 

halfway along we seriously considered turning back, but we decided 

to continue as we didn’t know what we had to face, whilst turning 

back, we knew the challenge we would face. We relaxed a bit after 

completed the narrow ridge and we had walked along the broader 

ridge at the western end. We sat down at the western summit and 

looked back at what we had achieved. 

  

That experience was just one of many that have taught me a lesson 

in humility and perspective, but also of the beauty and wonder of 

God’s creation, as I sat with uninterrupted views north to Ben Nevis, 

west to the islands and south to the mountains on the south side of 

the glen and towards Glen Etive. I have turned back on one walk 

when the weather closed in and the wind picked up, throwing ice 



particles at me. I have learnt to respect nature and to know my 

limits. That seems to me to be applying humility and learning from 

my experiences. 

So, you may be wondering what this has to do with our readings 

today?  

Well, in the gospel reading Jesus speaks of humility, the humility of 

being servant of all. In this season of Creation, what does that sense 

of humility have to say to us? 

Can it be saying that we need to listen, we need to look and observe, 

and accept that humankind’s overall stewardship of God’s creation 

would be marked ‘fail’ in an exam. Although, I would need to give a 

caveat to that sweeping judgement, as there are some peoples on 

this planet who have always treated the earth and all of God’s 

animals and plants with respect. Unfortunately, in the past, in the 

developed world’s arrogance, we have called such people ‘primitive’. 

And yet their knowledge and care for their environment would get 

an A* as their exam result. 

Can we listen, can we look, can we observe and conclude that the 

earth’s cry is real? Do we have the humility to do that, and the 

humility to confess to the damage humankind has done to God’s 

creation?  

In our Gospel reading Jesus didn’t just tell a story, but used a child to 

get his point across. Jesus offered a powerful image of welcoming a 

child into their midst. The act of welcoming isn’t just a warm 

handshake and then moving on, forgetting the guest. A true act of 

welcome involves hospitality. It means understanding their needs 

and listening to the guest, engaging with them to know more about 

them; their cares, worries, their dreams and ideas for the future, 

their thoughts and the perspectives they hold. It can be a time of 

learning, of discovering different ways to understand our world. To 

see the world from someone else’s perspective. 



Have you ever had such a conversation, and by actively listening, 

gained a deep insight that may have changed you understanding of 

something? 

Jesus invited a child into the presence of the disciples, and told his 

disciples, ‘Whoever welcomes one such child in my name welcomes 

me, and whoever welcomes me welcomes not me but the one who 

sent me.’  

Have you listened to some of the conversations children are having 

about the climate emergency?  Do any of us really listen and take 

notice of just how worried they are that they will inherit a world that 

cannot be brought back from a time of climate emergency to a 

settled environment and reasonable patterns of the seasons and 

weather systems which do not kill humans, animals and many forms 

of plant life; where extinctions of plants and animals due to climate 

change do not continue? 

Can we look today’s children in the eye, and in all integrity and 

humility say we are not just listening but are committed to taking 

action to not just halt our desecration of the planet, but to reverse 

some of the worst effects of humankind’s damage? 

Jesus teaches us to be humble. In terms of the climate emergency 

and the damage we have done and continue to do to our 

environment, we need to act with humility, and see that the 

ecological needs of the planet, of all of God’s creation, have to be 

placed above our own selfish needs and this humble approach 

should call us to change. 

A bit like how humbling it felt to be a small speck in God’s creation as 

I sat on the top of that mountain after my scramble along the Aonach 

Eagach,  we now need to look with all humility at our impact on 

God’s creation, and equally humbly listen to the children in our 

communities and see the world and their future through their eyes. 

In all humility we need to reflect and learn, and find ways to act that 



sustains God’s creation, and gives our children’s children a hopeful 

future.  

Welcoming a child into our company in Jesus’ name means we must 

listen, learn and change. Would you ignore a child or grandchild’s 

plea to stop damaging the earth and their future? 

 

Prayer 

Loving and gracious God, you were not afraid to be humble. Guide us 

and help us to confront any fears and prejudices we may have that 

hold us back from listening to children and observing the damage 

done to your creation. Guide and help us to act to sustain your 

creation, in all its beauty and diversity. Amen.       

 

   

 


